2017 ADR Institute: Is Your Dispute
Resolution Safe? Issues to Consider
in Mediation and Other ADR
Processes

ADR17

4.0 G

1.0 EP

Friday, Nov. 3, 2017 • 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
State Bar Center, Albuquerque
$99 Non-members and those not seeking CLE credit
$209 Co-sponsoring committee members, government and legal services attorneys and Paralegal Division members
$239 Standard fee
$239 Webcast fee
Registration and payment for the program must be received prior to the program date. A $20 late fee will be incurred when
registering the day of the program. This fee applies to live registrations only and does not apply to live webcasts.
Co-sponsor: Alternative Methods of Dispute Resolution Committee
The 2017 ADR Institute focuses on safety and related concerns in mediation, settlement facilitation and other ADR forms
across all case types. The Institute features speakers Stephen Kotev, M.A., and Laura Bassein, Esq. Join the ADR Committee
for an engaging discussion of the Association for Conflict Resolution’s ADR Safety Planning-Recommended Guidance and
relevant case scenarios, ethical issues and skill building interactions for practitioners across the spectrum of ADR practice.
Since safety presents a critical concern in domestic violence cases and this course will look at safety and other issues that
must be considered when determining whether or not ADR is appropriate in cases involving domestic violence. Attendees
can choose from two breakout sessions during which they will have the opportunity to enhance your ADR-related skills
(Practical Skills for High Stress Conflicts or Skill Building for DV Cases). The State Bar of New Mexico ADR Committee proudly
co-sponsors this ADR Institute annually.
Who Should Take This Course?
The ADR Institute is intended for attorneys who represent clients in ADR processes, and both attorney and non-attorney
ADR practitioners. Reduced rates apply for those not seeking CLE credit.
8:45 a.m.		Registration and Refreshments

12:15 a.m.		Lunch (provided at the State Bar Center)

1:15 p.m.		Breakout Sessions (choose one)
1.) Beyond Fight or Flight: Practical 		
Skills for High Stress Conflicts
9:15 a.m.
Is Your ADR Safe? Reducing the Risk of 		
Stephen Kotev
Violence Before During and After Sessions
2.) Domestic Violence Cases, To Mediate
Stephen Kotev, M.A.
or Not: Building Your Skills
Laura Bassein
10 a.m.		Break
9 a.m.		Welcome and Introductions

10:15 a.m.

Is Your ADR Safe? (continued)

11 a.m.		Break
11:15 a.m.

The Mediation Domestic Violence 		
Intersection: Safety and More
Laura Bassein, Institute of Public Law,
UNM School of Law

2:45 p.m.

Break

3 p.m.

Ethical Implications Regarding Safety 		
and More in Mediation (1.0 EP)
Laura Bassein

4 p.m.

Adjournment

What’s included in programs offered by the Center for Legal Education?
Center for Legal Education programs include distinguished faculty with expertise in the subject matters presented, relevant program
materials, CLE credits filed with New Mexico MCLE within 30 days of the program, morning refreshments and lunch the day of the
program.
Why should you attend a CLE program offered by the Center for Legal Education?
•
•
			
•

To gain a better understanding of current legal issues in a broad range of practice areas
Center for Legal Education programs include an overview of substantive law, technical skills and ethics
and professionalism training
Networking opportunities and access on-site legal resources such as New Mexico One-Source

